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Welcome

Working Together, Creating Our Future

Our Strategic Community Plan (SCP) identifies our vision, aspirations and priorities for the future. It provides
guidance on how we should allocate resources, balancing our aspirations against our capacity. Most
importantly our Strategic Community Plan should provide inspiration, reflecting our values, our goals – our
community.

In 2017 the Shire needed to review the SCP and commenced a significant community engagement program
to gather information from our diverse community. This is to make sure the plan evolves, recognising the
changes that have occurred in our community and the impact of much wider issues.
The community provided input on what they felt were current challenges and opportunities in our Shire
and the important focus areas for Council. The workshops and surveys highlighted some differences in
our community from 2012. It was revealed there is a strong appetite for the Shire to be more involved in
driving tourism and economic development in our business sector. Building stronger partnerships, assisting
in developing solutions and supporting organisations appeared to be a key consideration for our community.
There is strong support for developing new industries that will attract more employment opportunities and
diversify our labour market. Some innovative and potential solutions included attracting a marine research
facility or remote university campus. More private investment in the aquaculture and agriculture industries
were mentioned as potential key drivers for our community.
The challenges raised were diverse and highlighted some major concerns in our community. Social issues
including mental health and drug usage were raised as challenges that we must all work together to resolve.
Improving communication technology, travel costs and having a voice for our youth were rated highly as
challenges for our community. The surveys received indicated concerns
over Council and Shire leadership within the community and the
need to address these concerns.
While Council is responsible for developing and reviewing
the plan, its implementation is a shared responsibility with
partners such as State agencies, community groups
and community members. The aim of the plan is to
encourage everyone to work together to achieve
our vision for our future.
There is no doubt there are some big challenges
in our community and there are also some
fantastic opportunities. We would like to say
thank you to everyone who contributed by
attending a workshop, inviting us to their
board meeting, filling in a survey or forwarding
suggestions. Without community input it is
difficult to have a plan that truly reflects our
community’s values and our community’s
needs. By working together we can create a
wonderful future.

Cr Victoria Brown
Shire President
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Chief Executive Officer
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Esperance

The Shire of Esperance encompasses over
44,000km2 of land and is located on Western
Australia’s South East coast 725km from the
capital, Perth. The Shire’s boundaries extend from
east of Munglinup to Israelite Bay and north to the
Daniell rail siding.

With a population of just over 14,000, the Esperance
region has one of the lowest population densities to be
found anywhere and is comprised of some of the most
spectacular landscapes in Western Australia. It includes
approximately 500km of coastline ranging from the gently
undulating bays and bountiful islands of the Recherché
Archipelago to the spectacular cliffs of the Great Australian
Bight.
Esperance is our regional hub and is positioned in a sheltered
bay known as the Bay of Isles. Our community is a diverse and
vibrant one, who actively get involved in making things happen.
Kepa Kurl is the indigenous term for the area and describes the
picturesque bay as where the water lays like a boomerang. The Shire
would like to acknowledge our Traditional Owners and their contribution
to the Esperance Community.
The environment and agricultural aspects of Esperance are a significant
part of our heritage, values and identity. Our National Parks, Ramsar wetlands
and dramatic coastline provide a number of recreational and tourism opportunities. We have a
network of small towns, such as Condingup, Salmon Gums, Grass Patch, Gibson and Cascade
who support our strong agricultural industry.
Esperance is known as a sustainable community. We do not suffer the fluctuating
population other regional towns experience as a result of significant shifts in industry and
agriculture, nor do we have the same degree of urban drift. The natural beauty of
Esperance, our climate, isolation and lifestyle continue to attract people to
our region and encourage them to stay.
As a result of our remote and isolated location, a strong, connected
community has evolved. This sense of community spirit is
characterised by our high number of volunteers and strong
sporting, recreation, arts and culture participation. The resulting
social capital is the backbone of Esperance, and now things are
changing. There is a sense that our volunteer base, that has
been so vital to Esperance, is diminishing with work/life balance
coming under more pressure for community members. This shift
is a challenge our community is working on together, to make sure
we continue to enjoy access to a diverse range of opportunities.
Our economy has historically been based around agriculture and the
Esperance Port and has provided a solid foundation for employment
and investment. Agriculture has the capacity for growth in the areas of
research, development and innovation as well as value adding to primary
production.
The main economic drivers for the Esperance region are agriculture, manufacturing, fishing, tourism and
small businesses. It is the employment generated by these key industries that provides a sound economic
base for the Shire to build on. Attracting new industries and investment to boost strategic employment is a
focus for Council.
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Local Government performs a significant role in every
community, even more so in regional areas where the
delivery of vital services and infrastructure keeps
communities together.

Public
Open Space
Strategy

In 2011 the State government introduced the
legislated Integrated Planning and Reporting
framework. This framework was developed to
ensure all local governments plan responsibly for
the future and equip their organisations to respond
to short, medium and long term community needs. The Shire of
Esperance has embraced this framework from its introduction and
is dedicated to planning sustainably for the benefit of the Esperance
community.
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A Strategic Community Plan is an overarching planning document detailing our community goals and
aspirations, it outlines the opportunities and challenges expected to occur over the next ten years and details
the strategies to make sure we achieve them.
Strategically planning for our future includes sustainable financial planning and sound asset management.
These ideals are all critical to meeting the goals and aspirations set out by the community. Community
engagement and participation are integral in any and all reviews ensuring the Shire of Esperance remains
reflective of our community’s values.
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Community Voice

Comprehensive consultation and communication tools were utilised to encourage and receive as much
community input as possible. The consultation process commenced in January 2017 and was concluded
in June 2017. During this time staff concentrated on gathering information using three main questions that
would provide broad community feedback and give a clear indication on the goals and aspirations for the
community to strive for.
The three questions asked in the core survey and the workshops were:
1. What are the three key challenges facing this community over the next 10 years?
2. What are the opportunities to improve your local area?
3. What are the three most important things for your Council to focus on over the next
10 years?
A letter explaining the purpose of the survey and the how the information
would be used was sent to every household in the Shire of Esperance.
Additionally, the survey was available in a digital format on the Shire
website and was actively promoted on social media platforms.
A slightly different survey was used for our youth, who are driven in
their united passion to see a vibrant Esperance flourish. The survey
was available online and in hard copy at the Festival of the Wind
youth space and at the Skate Park . The questions asked were:
1. What do you think is really great about Esperance?
2. What do you think could be better?/ What do you think Esperance
needs?
3. What would you like Esperance to be like in 10 years time? Do you
think you will still live here?
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Over 20 workshops, 6 interactive stalls, 4 static displays and numerous media opportunities were utilised
to both promote and encourage discussion with Councillors and Shire staff. This included making sure we
spoke with our regional communities by heading out to Cascade, Grass Patch and Condingup; meeting
with the board from the Tjaltjraak Corporation, representing our traditional landowners; discussions with the
Senior Citizens Committee and the Esperance High School Leadership Group to cover broad demographics;
consulting with the Esperance Chamber of Commerce and Business Development Centre to gather business
needs and DPAW and SCNRM to look at our environmental responsibilities.
Two additional workshops were held after the closure of the engagement
period, a Natural Environment workshop and Growth and Prosperity
workshop. These workshops were to gather more information and work
with potential drivers and partners of the strategies that were being
developed.
Key informing strategies that have also assisted in the review
of the Strategic Community Plan include those listed below.
These plans have been formulated over the last four years
and all involved community participation and input to ensure
they matched the needs of those who will be the most directly
impacted.
•

Communities for Youth Project (2015 and 2016)

•

Plus 55 Community Project (2015)

•

The Shire of Esperance Sports Facilities and
Service Plan (2014 and reviewed annually)

•

Community Perception Survey 2015

•

The Esperance Brand ‘Create Your Own Story’
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Challenges & Opportunities

The Esperance Community faces a variety of
challenges and opportunities that need careful
planning over the next 10 years. There are critical
social challenges which need immediate focus
and longer term investment challenges that can
be developed and aligned with community values.
Opportunities abound in Esperance with inspiring
community groups achieving positive changes

pO portunit
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regional centre
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Ch al e nge
Mental Health issues
and a significant rise
in drug usage in our
community

in managing our environment and changing our
behaviour about waste; while our local businesses
are working together to further develop our tourism
industry, and attracting more visitors to our town
throughout the year. Council listens to all sections of
the community, encourages and supports innovation,
delivers vital community services and facilities, and
provides strong leadership within the community.

Partner with
other coastal
communities and work
with environmental
partners
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Council Focus

The Shire of Esperance is the custodian of the SCP and is responsible for its collation through strong
community engagement. The variety of ideas and suggestions put forward can be categorised in to three main
areas: those Council has direct control over and delivers; those Council can influence through partnership
and advocacy; and those Council acknowledges as Community concerns and of importance but neither
controls nor is likely to have influence over the outcome.
Community consultation created some robust and diverse conversations about the challenges and
opportunities the future will present our world, and locally what the future of Esperance may look like.
Responses to the third question of the community survey, what are the three most important things for your
Council to focus on over the next ten years?, varied in topic and detail however some areas of focus recurred
frequently both in the surveys received and engagement undertaken.
Council reviewed the consultation results comparing topics between suggested Council focus areas and
overall common subjects. During the next ten years, Council has a number of focus areas it believes will
achieve the community vision of, “the Esperance Community is vibrant, welcoming and supportive and
values its social connections and natural landscape”.
Sustainable energy and waste management were the highest ranked topics for Council to focus on. Council
will continue to advocate for sustainable and efficient utilities that facilitate connectivity within the region.
Sustainable and ethical waste management remains a prominent Council focus and Council will continue to
provide a best practice Waste Management Facility and investigate possible alternative methods of waste
management.
Our natural assets are a key draw card to the region; Council will maintain and protect the cultural and
environmental values of our natural areas, while providing sustainable economic and
recreational use that ensures they are not depleted from overuse.
Promoting Esperance as a destination of choice to live, work, invest and visit
was frequently mentioned throughout community engagement. Council will
promote visiting Esperance by facilitating the development of a tourism culture,
enhancing the visitor experience by providing infrastructure and
promoting the opportunities that abound in our region. Council
has a strong desire to promote Esperance as a year round
holiday destination, increasing overall visitor numbers
and contributing to Esperance’s increasing growth and
prosperity. The promotion of Esperance isn’t restricted to
visitors, Council also aims to attract people looking to live,
work and invest in our community. Engagement revealed
a desire to attract new businesses and industries to the
district and support our existing network of businesses
to provide strategic employment opportunities.
Council will continue to support existing businesses
and industries and encourage new initiatives and
innovative ideas.
A recurring topic linked to our community connections
was a rise in illegal drug usage and antisocial
behaviour and the need to address mental health
concerns. To address this Council intends to advocate
for increased health services and provide support to
external agencies who work with our community.
Council has a distinct focus for the next ten years and will
ensure strong core service delivery by the Shire.
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Achievements

It has been four years since the Strategic Community Plan 2012 - 2022 was created. That plan has contributed
to the Shire achieving many fantastic projects and continuous work to provide the Esperance Community
with a range of services that meet their needs. Below are just some of the projects and achievements that
the previous SCP has brought about.

Community Connection

• The Community Grants Program has allocated
$743,712 to support community groups and
individuals since 2013/2014

• Held Community Workshops influencing the
design of the now completed and highly valued
skate park

• Community engagement was undertaken to
develop a Youth Friendly Community Report
and Age Friendly Community Report. These
provide vital information on what these two
demographic groups need now and into the
future

• Two natural disasters have been experienced
in recent years which saw the community pull
together during the intense recovery processes,
with outstanding contributions from volunteers
in very diverse fields

• The Edge of the Bay was an event that
incorporated the opening of the skate park
and the lighting of the Christmas Tree into an
inclusive community event

• The Munglinup and Quagi Beach Campgrounds
have been upgraded, improving camping
facilities, providing new signage and undertaking
dune rehabilitation

Built Environment

• The Myrup Truck Wash and Liquid Waste Facility
was completed, providing a high quality service
to our agricultural and industrial industries while
also protecting our environment

• The Town Centre Revitalisation Master Plan
was created, providing for future development
opportunities, attracting investment and
enhancing the ‘central heart’ of Esperance

• The Public Open Space Strategy was developed
with Community input to provide for future
planning and replacement of quality public open
space areas and infrastructure

• The Esperance Town Centre Parking, Traffic
and Pedestrian Strategy was designed to
activate the town centre by identifying potential
changes that will improve pedestrian access
and vehicle movement

• Stage two of the Esperance Waterfront Project
was completed protecting vital infrastructure for
future generations with world class landscaping
and artwork included

14

• $56m has been spent on maintaining and
renewing roads, drainage and footpaths.
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Natural Environment

• Street Tree Policy developed to manage the
retention and provision of new trees associated
with development
• Waste Levy introduced to begin the process of
funding a new waste management facility
• Esperance Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy
developed and implemented
• Off Road Vehicle Working Group was
established as a Council Committee to assess
the issues caused by off road vehicles and
develop strategies to manage them

• Esperance Visitor Centre Management
Committee established to provide strategic
direction for the management, development
and operation of the Esperance Visitor Centre
• The Regional Economic Development Strategy
was completed, this was a joint project with the
Shire’s of Dundas and Norseman, the Goldfields

Community Leadership

• A number of engagement activities were held
to gather information on major projects – Town
Centre Revitalisation, Tanker Jetty, Public Open
Space, Youth Community Report and Age
Friendly Community Report
• Community Perception Surveys held in 2013
and 2015 to provide valuable input regarding
community satisfaction of the
services being provided

• The Esperance Waterfront won the ‘2015 Parks
and Leisure Australia WA state award for Parks
and Open Space: Development’ and was a
finalist in the National Awards
• Solar panels have been installed on the Shire
Administration building to reduce our carbon
footprint and energy costs
• A partnership with Horizon Power saw 1743
LED street lights installed around Esperance
as part of a $4m project, significantly reducing
maintenance costs and reducing energy costs

Growth & Prosperity

Esperance Development Commission
Esperance Chamber of Commerce

and

• The Esperance – Create Your Own Story
brand was released to assist in the promotion
of Esperance as a destination of choice to live,
work, invest and visit.

• Developed a Revenue Strategy detailing current
and future revenue sources across the region
• Jetty Replacement Working Group was
established to develop a detailed concept
plan for the replacement of the Tanker Jetty
incorporating its heritage value
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The Esperance Community
is vibrant, welcoming and
supportive and values its
social connections and
natural landscape.
16
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Our Themes

The Strategic Community Plan is supported by five themes: Community Connections, Built Environment,
Natural Environment, Growth & Prosperity and Community Leadership. These themes are focus areas
that encompass common ideas, issues and comments raised throughout the community engagement
period. As a collective, the strategies in these themes will aid the community in achieving it’s goals and
ultimately achieving our vision to be a vibrant, welcoming and supportive community, that values its
social connections and natural landscape.

Community
Connection

Built Environment
Maintaining, upgrading and
planning for present and future
infrastructure to service the
community

Connecting our community to
achieve a healthy, inclusive,
active and safe place to
live

Natural
Environment
Exploring alternative renewable
energy, minimising waste
and protecting our natural
environment for everyone
to enjoy

Growth &
Prosperity
Community Leadership

Promoting Esperance as a
place to live, work, invest and
visit to encourage growth
in our region ensuring we
have a prosperous
future.

18

Fostering leadership and
accountable decision making
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Community Connection
A healthy and caring community which has strong support for all ages and abilities
Outcome

C1

Strategy

A Community where everyone feels
welcome, involved and connected to
each other

We aspire to

Create a social environment that is accessible
and inclusive for all ages and abilities

Measures




Provide accessible community facilities



Partner with a range of stakeholders to
build self-sustainable community groups



Encourage a range of programs and
services that promote community safety,
health and well-being

Contribute a range of services to cater for
the diverse needs of our communities




Well utilised facilities and venues



Sustainable and thriving community groups

Our community’s satisfaction level with
living in Esperance remains above 85%

Maintain and encourage a vibrant
and healthy community
that is engaged
and proud of the
community it lives in.
Council Focus - Survey #144
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Connecting our community to achieve a
healthy, inclusive, active and safe place to live

Road safety in and out of
town. Especial y during
tourism season

Challenge - Survey #154

An active community engaging in positive and rewarding lifestyles with access to a
broad range of opportunities
Outcome

Strategy

C2

Everyone has access to quality
health facilities and educational
opportunities

Facilitate improved access to health and
welfare programs and education opportunities
in the community

C3

A variety of accessible sport and
recreation opportunities and
activities

Develop and promote active and passive
sport and recreation opportunities for all ages
and abilities

C4

A variety of arts and cultural
activities that can be exhibited and
pursued by all

Facilitate and promote events, arts, heritage
and cultural activities for all ages and abilities

We aspire to

Measures



Advocate and partner with State agencies
to improve services available in Esperance



Increased number of participants
community and engagement events



Provide quality sporting grounds and open
spaces



Community satisfaction with
grounds and open spaces.




Deliver and support local events



Increased participation in recreation and
leisure activities (number of sporting clubs
and member base)



Promote and foster
training opportunities



Increased attendance
exhibitions

Ensure recreation
changing needs

opportunities

meet

educational

and
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Community Connection
A supportive community actively encouraging new opportunities
Outcome

Strategy

C5

Active and growing volunteers and
community groups that facilitate
and support activities, bringing the
community together

Encourage and support volunteers and
community groups

C6

A resilient and proactive youth
community

Increase participation and engagement of
youth in the community

We aspire to

Measures



Continue to provide support through
Esperance Volunteer Resource Centre



Support training opportunities for all types
of volunteers



Develop and support a Youth Advisory
Council



Support and/or develop community events





Participation rates of volunteers



Number of participants in youth activities

Number of volunteer supported services
Increased number of youth services and
programs delivered

Involve young
people in
decision making

Opportunity - Survey #125
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Connecting our community to achieve a
healthy, inclusive, active and safe place to live

Tackle drugs and
their impact working
with local police and
support agencies
Council Focus - Survey #4

A safe community where residents feel secure at home, work and play
Outcome

C7

Strategy

A feeling of safety and confidence
within our neighbourhoods and a
sense of security

We aspire to



Develop and maintain a safe environment for
the community

Measures

Foster strong partnerships with local and
state emergency services (Bush Fire
Brigades; SES; Police)





Community satisfaction with feeling safe
and secure

Maintain CCTV and street lighting that
assists Esperance residents



Increased compliance
maintenance



Educate and promote safety initiatives
locally and in partnership with other
agencies (Neighbourhood Watch; e-watch)



Reduction in the number of times Rangers
attend callouts



Support Ranger services in their role in the
community



Reduction in vandalism activity
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Built Environment
Community infrastructure and services delivered in a timely manner, are well
utilised, effective and meet the needs of our growing community
Outcome

Strategy

B1

Services, infrastructure and public
places that meet and adapt to
community needs and changing
priorities

Ensure services, infrastructure and public
places are aligned to community needs now
and in the future

B2

Active, attractive and affordable town
which the community is proud of

Create a vibrant, modern and safe built
environment that reflects the community’s
identity

We aspire to

Measures



Provide facilities that are utilised and highly
regarded by our community



Provide effective and sustainable road and
drainage infrastructure



Maintain our network of parks, open
spaces and natural features



Plan and act to ensure that our communities
and infrastructure are well prepared for
natural disasters





Number of visitors to the library



Our network of parks, open spaces and
natural features are well utilised

Usage rates for the Civic Centre
All sporting groups have a space to
participate in their sport

Building the
Indoor Sports
Stadium

Council Focus - Survey #177
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Maintaining, upgrading and planning for present
and future infrastructure to service the community

Transport systems that are functional, efficient, economical and safe, coupled with
continuous improvement to meet the safety and amenity needs of the community
Outcome

Strategy

B3

Road networks that meet the needs
of our community and provide safe
movement for all users

Deliver a diverse, efficient and safe transport
system

B4

Public transport systems that meet
the needs of the community

Work with public transport providers to ensure
Esperance is connected and accessible

We aspire to

Measures



Advocate and partner with airline provider
for affordable air fares





Plan and act appropriately to manage our
road infrastructure

Increased number of people travelling by
air





Provide
bicycle
and
pedestrian
infrastructure that encourages alternative
transport choices

Road Maintenance and renewal targets
achieved



Community satisfaction with path and trail
access



Advocate and support TransWA to continue
to provide services from other regional
centres and Perth



Increase in alternative transport options
being utilised within the town centre

Building community
involvement in the future
of Esperance
Council Focus - Survey #21
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Built Environment
Managing community assets in a whole of life and economically sustainable manner
Outcome

B5

Strategy

Maintain the Shire’s robust asset
management practices and maintenance
programs

Sustainable, high quality assets
which meet the needs of the
community

We aspire to

Measures



Continuously review and update our asset
management plan



Reduced unscheduled maintenance and
breakdowns




Scheduled asset maintenance program




Community satisfaction with Shire assets

Continual review of asset management
practices and guidelines

Reduced road closures required outside of
scheduled works program

The town must grow the
infrastructure as the
population grows. It
cannot stay the
“sleepy town” the
mature population
likes - the town wil
not prosper
Opportunity - Survey #45
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Maintaining, upgrading and planning for present
and future infrastructure to service the community

New developments will enhance the existing built form and streetscape
Outcome

B6

Strategy

Facilitate and guide high quality, compliant
and efficient building and development
across the Shire

New developments enhance the
existing built environment

We aspire to





Measures

Provide guidelines and information on
planning and building requirements
Encourage innovation and support new
ideas
Furnish
entrance
streetscapes

statements



Reduced follow up required on planning
and building applications



Increased community satisfaction with
Statutory Department

and

Develop planning policies
that encourage and
support businesses
both large and small

Council Focus - Survey #17
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Natural Environment
Protect the cultural and environmental values of our natural areas while providing
sustainable economic and recreational use
Outcome

N1

N2

Strategy

A community that values and
protects our natural environment
while recognising Esperance’s
diverse environment includes the
coast, Recherché Archipelago,
Wetlands and the Greater Western
Woodlands

Develop community awareness of
environmental opportunities, challenges and
impacts

A community that works together as
custodians of a pristine environment

Maintain and improve condition of natural
assets and reserves sustainably, taking into
consideration recreational, environmental,
cultural and economic values

We aspire to

Measures



Develop a hierarchy of reserves, identifying
zoning and uses



Provide Educational programs to the
community, involving them in the protection
of the environment



Partner with groups on rehabilitation
projects and research possibilities



Identify and honour culturally significant
areas






Completed hierarchy of reserves
Number of active partnerships
Number of education campaigns
Annually record how much area has been
rehabilitated

Protect our
pristine
environment

Council Focus - Survey #225
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Exploring alternative renewable energy, minimising waste and
protecting our natural environment for everyone to enjoy

Balancing
increased tourism
with conserving
our natural
environment
Challenge - Survey #148

A Community that is a leading example for Waste Management
Outcome

Strategy

N3

A community that is empowered and
motivated to minimise waste

Targeted reduction of waste with an emphasis
on resource recovery and waste minimisation

N4

A responsible business community
that actively supports community
movement towards minimising waste

Support and encourage businesses to make
sustainable choices

N5

A community that actively avoids
single use products

Build capacity and raise awareness of
individual responsibility to minimise packaging
waste

We aspire to



Measures

Implement regional, community
household waste minimisation
utilisation schemes

and
and



Research alternative forms of waste
management with the aim of reducing
dependency on landfill



Introduce initiatives, highlighting the many
opportunities available in the community
on how to reduce, reuse and recycle.



Divert 45% of total waste from landfill by
2020




Reduction of volume of waste to landfill
Explore
services

alternative

Strategic Community Plan: 2017-2027
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Natural Environment
Reduce our reliance on resource consumption and all non-renewable resources
Outcome

Strategy

N6

Be innovative in effectively using and
protecting our water resources

Develop and implement water reuse programs
and infrastructure to optimise the efficient use
and reuse of our water resources

N7

A community that actively chooses to
use sustainable modes of transport

Improve connectivity and encourage
alternative transport options throughout our
region

N8

A self-sustaining community
focussed on optimising the use
of natural resources by choosing
sustainable designs that minimise
reliance on consumable resources

Effectively use our land and development
policies to optimise environmental outcomes
and minimise reliance on consumable
resources

N9

Working together to become a
champion community for renewable
energy and minimal resource
consumption

Build capacity and encourage the community
to self-manage minimising resource
consumption

How
to
retai
n
and
improve green energy
supply
Challenge - Survey #121
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Exploring alternative renewable energy, minimising waste and
protecting our natural environment for everyone to enjoy

We aspire to



Measures

Develop and plan for innovative ways to
utilise storm-water



Explore and promote alternative forms of
energy



Extend bike trails and promote sustainable
modes of transport



Define our Carbon Footprint to determine
base levels and define proposed targets



Promote building development to aim
higher than minimum house energy rating



Reduction of 3% total energy grid use each
year per resident





Energy use per population



Reduce our carbon footprint

Energy use by the Shire
Water use per population – reduction and
reuse statistics

We need to be more
sustainable and selfsufficient as a town.
We are lagging behind in
environmental initiatives &
future planning
Challenge - Survey #135
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Growth & Prosperity
A vibrant and supportive community that works together to promote the
Esperance lifestyle
Outcome

Strategy

G1

Esperance is seen as a destination of
choice to live, work, invest and visit

Leverage our environmental, built, cultural
and social assets in the promotion of
Esperance

G2

Support our businesses to grow,
adapt and assist in building capacity

Develop partnerships to actively support
economic growth

G3

Esperance is a vibrant and
welcoming tourism town

Promote awareness in Esperance on the
value of tourism

We aspire to

Measures




Develop and promote tourism investment
services,



Increase in the number of people who
access visitor centre services



Identify and support training initiatives for
the Esperance Community



Increase in the overall satisfaction with the
Shire of Esperance as a place to live



Build stronger relationship with Tourism
WA, Australia’s Golden Outback and
coastal local governments




Increase in population across the Shire



Increase visitor information
including e-services

Support initiatives that promote working
together and assist local businesses

Increase in number of visitors to the
Esperance region

Identifying and
implementing strategies
to keep tourists in
town longer
Challenge - Survey #5
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Promoting Esperance as a place to live, work, invest and visit to
encourage growth in our region ensuring we have a prosperous future.

Sustainable employment
opportunities to
encourage people/families
to move into town
Challenge - Survey #70

Support and attract investment in the local economy to build thriving business
and tourism industries
Outcome

Strategy

G4

A robust economy that provides
a diversity of employment
opportunities

Strengthen and diversify our economy by
targeting new industries as well as building on
our existing strengths

G5

Esperance capitalises on events for
economic and social benefit

Promote Esperance as a destination of choice
for events

We aspire to

Measures




Promote growth through forward planning





Number of new businesses



Support
events
showcasing
businesses and industries





Encourage event organisers to hold events
throughout the year

Increase in the number of participants
attending events



Increase in the number of businesses
involved in events

Promote and support
employment growth

business

and
local

Satisfaction with Town Centre
Increase in the number of events being
held in Esperance
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Growth & Prosperity
A Community with a range of options to improve business opportunities
Outcome

Strategy

G6

An informed business community
with accurate and updated
information

Facilitate knowledge sharing, marketing and
networking opportunities for local businesses

G7

Access to competitive and reliable
utilities and high quality technology

Lobby for infrastructure and capacity
necessary to support commercial and
business growth with an emphasis on energy
options, costs and communications

G8

A consistent framework providing
support and stability for existing and
new businesses

Review and align land use, strategic planning,
local policies and infrastructure to support our
local economy

G9

Our business and industry sector
is innovative, resilient, supported
and prepared for future growth and
challenges

Work with key partners to represent and
support all businesses and core industries

G10 Support initiatives that enhance
development to increase primary
industries

Lobby for increased capacity in the primary
industry sector

Develop planning policies
that encourage and
support businesses both
large and small
Council Focus - Survey #17
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Promoting Esperance as a place to live, work, invest and visit to
encourage growth in our region ensuring we have a prosperous future.

We aspire to

Measures



Advocate for funding for economic and
technology infrastructure



Focus on reducing red tape and simplifying
process



Provide educational material to
local
businesses to understand legislative
requirements



Work in partnership with Small Business
Centre, Esperance Chamber of Commerce
& Industry and agricultural agencies



Facilitate access to venues that encourage
pop up shops and incubator spaces



Continue being the most innovative farming
region in WA



Zero compliance breaches and complaints
about compliance




New technology infrastructure in place



Increased satisfaction with customer
service in Building/Planning/Health



Comparable energy costs with metro
competitors



Land area under production (commodities)

An increased number in pop-up events/
businesses

Assisting development of
small business and potential
industry to increase
employment
opportunities and
stimulate economic
growth
Opportunity - Survey #211
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Community Leadership
Leadership that upholds accountable, transparent and ethical decision making
Outcome

L1

Strategy

Community confidence and trust in
Council

Provide transparent and accountable
leadership

We aspire to

Measures



Communicate information to the community
efficiently and accurately utilising various
communication tools



Use robust policy and processes to support
strong governance



Community projects appearing in Regional
and State plans



Ensure local needs are reflected in state
and regional strategic plans



Community satisfaction with Council
representation and Communication



Maintain
and
strengthen
strategic
partnerships linking with the Esperance
community vision

I would love to see
a Shire not at odds
with the locals and a
more harmonious
relationship
established
Further Comment - Survey #216
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Fostering leadership and
accountable decision making

A shire that manages its finances, services and assets sustainably exceeding
community needs
Outcome

Strategy

L2

A financially sustainable and
supportive organisation achieving
operational excellence

Provide responsible resource and planning
management for now and the future

L3

An organisational and community
culture that encourages innovation
and embraces change

Proactively lead the community through
innovation and change

We aspire to



Measures

Continuously update all Integrated
Planning and Reporting documents to
provide a robust strategic framework



Be prudent when managing finances and
long term financial sustainability



Support
a
improvement
workforce

culture
of
continuous
and innovation in our




Financial Health Indicators



Satisfaction with services and facilities

Community Satisfaction the Shire has a
good understanding of our community
needs

Taking leadership,
providing good governance
and making good (often
difficult) decisions
Council Focus - Survey #33
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Community Leadership
Proactive Leaders that engage the community when making decisions to reflect
community values
Outcome

Strategy

L4

Support for all leadership roles in our
community

Encourage shared responsibility through an
informed and inspired community

L5

Work together to enhance trust,
participation and community pride

Actively engage and communicate with the
community to ensure informed decisionmaking

We aspire to

Measures



Maximise opportunities for the community
to be involved in key decisions regarding
Esperance’s future



Seek
information
and
strengthen
relationships with representative service
and community groups



Highlight how community involvement has
been utilised in decision making



Increase in community members taking on
leadership roles in the community



Community satisfaction with Council and
Shire’s understanding of community needs



Community satisfaction with opportunities
to participate and be consulted

Leading our
Community, We wil
follow you.
Council Focus - Survey #224
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For further details on the Strategic
Community Plan please contact the
Shire of Esperance
Shire of Esperance
Windich Street
Esperance WA 6450
PO Box 507
(08) 9071 0666
(08) 9071 0600
shire@esperance.wa.gov.au
www.esperance.wa.gov.au
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